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1. PERFORMANCE / SOUND LEVELS

In the early stages, we offered one set of performance type exhaust system per vehicle. However, not all 
customers had the same preferences when it came to performance and sound levels. By listening to our 
customers and focusing exactly on what they wanted to achieve, we were able to develop the several 
variations listed below – catering to the ideals of each and every customer.

HP (Touring Performance) is moderate sounding and 
the least aggressive system offered in the Meisterschaft 
line, still yielding solid performance gains and a subtle 
yet noticeable increase in exhaust tone over the OEM 
system. Formulated for a mature crowd, the HP system 
creates a great tone but remains non-intrusive – perfect 
for daily driving. 
Sound level 4/10 (Moderate)  
**NOTE: OEM Exhaust Sound level being 2/10 

GT (Racing Performance) is one of the most popular in our line-up.  Providing an aggressive sound 
and the same solid performance gains, the GT Racing is a safe choice for anyone in search of the 
perfect aftermarket exhaust.  The GT system definitely brings on additional fun factor of driving your 
vehicle either at the race track or on the street!
Sound level 6/10 (Aggressive)

GT2 (Racing Performance) provides great performance gains and an exotic high pitch tone, similar 
to, but more aggressive in volume than the GT Racing.  GT2 is truly an exciting product in both sound 
and performance aspects.  Great for use at the race track and excitably aggressive for the street! 
Sound level 8/10 (LOUD)

SGT (Super GT – Track Performance) is intended 
for the diehard type. Simply put, this system is for the 
purist:  the simplest and lightest format of exhaust system 
which is suitable for racing type applications.  
For Super GT exhaust development, our engineers went 
back to the drawing board, focusing solely to create a 
system that is the lightest in weight and delivers maximum 
performance gain. Utilizing extremely free-flowing 
designs in all aspects, our Super GT exhaust systems 
were created and intended for race track use. The Super 
GT is the best performing Meisterschaft exhaust.
Sound level 9/10 (Racing type)

BMW E9X M3 GT unit shown

BMW E9X M3 SGT unit shown
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**Sound Level Chart:

Introduction of the GTS & GTC
Continuously innovating and progressing forward, the GTC (EV Control) and GTS (Ultimate Performance) 
were introduced, ultimately taking the place of the HP through GT2 for all newer model vehicles.  
The GTC, utilizing electronic valve technology to control sound, back pressure, and overall performance, 
became a single combined solution, enveloping everything from OEM all the way to GT2, a complete 
spectrum of sound and performance into one unit by the use of our electronically controlled variable 
chambers.  GTS is still an option for those chasing after a pure, aggressive exhaust note without 
controllable valves.

GTS (Ultimate Performance) provides an exotic & 
aggressive exhaust note as well as ample performance 
gains across the board; the GTS is the perfect choice 
for those looking for a straight forward – install and go 
exhaust system. The Meisterschaft GTS does not feature 
valve control.

GTC (EV Control) Utilizing our E.C.V.C (Electronically 
Controlled Variable Chamber) technology, the Meisterschaft 
GTC uses an electronic valve system to control the 
volume and tone of the exhaust system at the users 
will.  In the fully open position, the Meisterschaft GTC 
provides the most exotic, aggressive exhaust note similar 
to conventional GT2 systems we have offered.  When in 
the closed position the GTC system will produce a sound 
comparable to OEM. The Meisterschaft GTC provides the 
best of both worlds. 

Wireless Remote Control
For additional convenience, we offer an option to 
replace the included hardwire switch for the GTC (EV 
Control) system with a wireless control module and key 
fob remotes. We offer two variations of wireless control: 
Momentary Action (press and hold to control) or One 
Touch Action (one-click to achieve fully-open or fully-
closed position). 

1 3 75 92 4 86 10
OEM HP GT2GT Super GT

GTS
GTC

GTS model shown

GTC model shown

Wireless Remote Control unit shown
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I.C.C (In Cabin Control / OEM Integration) NEW 
Recently, vehicle manufacturers have begun to include valve-controlled exhaust systems right off 
the production line, which are adjustable via a button on the dashboard, or even within driver mode 
selections (Comfort, Sport, etc.).  

To accommodate the current trends, our exhaust systems for these vehicles are now designed with 
specialty components, allowing a plug and play replacement that retains the use of OEM sport exhaust 
functions (whether they are vacuum-solenoid controlled or electronic motor controlled). As such, 
customers can still enjoy and benefit being able to use the OE switch to control our exciting GTHAUS 
exhaust products.

2. MATERIALS

Stainless Steel (SUS)
T304/T316 high grade polished stainless steel from POSCO.
Durable, corrosion resistant. Perfect for the everyday driver.

Titanium Alloy (Ti)
100% Premium titanium alloy.
Extremely lightweight, highly recommended for track & 
racing applications

BMW E82 1M SUS unit shown

BMW E82 1M Ti unit shown
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Depending on the vehicle application, several different tip styles are offered to suit each customer’s 
individual taste.  Optional finishes are also available for further customization.

3. TIP STYLES

GLOSS BLACK
High Gloss Powder Coat Finish
 

STANDARD FINISH
POLISHED STAINLESS STEEL
 

MATTE BLACK
Matte Powder Coat Finish

CARBON FIBER
Heat Baked Dry Carbon

 

OPTIONAL FINISHES >>> 

CR
Connected Round

SR
Separated Round

CO
Connected Oval

SO
Separated Oval

OE
Utilizing OE Tips 

(Built into the  bumper)
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4. Accessories

5. Product Ordering Guide

GTHAUS provides an entire line of accessories to complement our products.  GTHAUS high quality 
lifestyle products include clothing, decals, even golf accessories and more.  There are a variety of 
designs to choose from which include GTHAUS, Meisterschaft, Musa, and American Roar Racing 
branding. In addition to our collection of lifestyle accessories, we offer officially licensed BMW, Ferrari, 
and Mercedes Benz cell phone cases.

Regular “in stock” production is planned and scheduled 6 months in advance with estimated 
completion and ship dates for each batch.   We always do our best to produce and restock popular items on 
a regular basis.  However, due to high demand, and a heavily loaded production schedule, there are 
times where production can be delayed.  

Along with any “Custom” ordered items , certain items in our price guide are marked “Special Order”.  
These items, typically for limited-production vehicles or past model year vehicles are not ordered on a 
frequent basis thus these items are built to order only. Production time will vary, and may take up to 10 
weeks, please speak with GTHAUS Sales & customer support for more accurate time of delivery and 
pricing.

*RUSH ORDER* PROGRAM (4 Week Fast Track Delivery)
However, rush orders can be placed for build to order units, or regular stock units in order to be “RUSH” 
produced within 4 weeks. In order to register a product in this FAST TRACK production batch, there is a 
$1000 flat fee (per unit)  for such urgent rush orders.

T-shirt Phone Case Decal     License Plate
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Contact Info

1-866-278-1896 (Toll Free – Domestic Dealers)
1-630-787-1600 (International Phone contact)

 Any Questions??  Email:  Sales@gthaus.com
 If you need to Submit Orders  Email: Orders@gthaus.com


